ABSTRACT Spectrum prediction techniques have drawn much attention for enabling the dynamic spectrum access. As new algorithms emerge endlessly, most of them can only predict the future spectrum states in a slot-by-slot manner. A new thought to realize the long-term and comprehensive spectrum state prediction efficiently is deserving our exploration. In this paper, we formulate the spectrum situation of multiple frequency points or bands in a whole day with multiple time slots as an ''image'' and propose an idea of image inference to predict the spectrum situation of a whole day in the future based on multiple ''images'' composed of historical spectrum data. First, we model a new kind of three-order spectrum tensor and convert the spectrum prediction problem to a tensor completion problem. We analyze the impacts of prefilling proportion and the parameter m of the third dimension on the prediction performance via an illustrative example of predicting a mosaic image. Then, a new long-term spectrum prediction scheme based on tensor completion (LSP-TC) is developed. Experiments with real-world satellite spectrum data demonstrates that the proposed LSP-TC is superior to the benchmark scheme in both the accuracy and the runtime overhead of prediction.
I. INTRODUCTION A. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Spectrum prediction is known as a promising technique of inferring the future state of radio spectrum from already known/measured spectrum occupancy statistics, or deducing the whole spectrum situation from sparse spectrum data samples, by effectively exploiting the inherent correlations and regularities among spectrum data [1] , [2] . As an important application of prediction techniques (also the data mining techniques [3] ) in spectrum data analytics, spectrum prediction is an effective technique complementary to spectrum sensing, helping reduce the time delay and the energy consumption involved in spectrum sensing and increase the system throughput of spectrum access [4] . An increasing number of researchers have been focusing on developing effective prediction techniques in spectrum data analytics for cognitive radio (e.g. a survey in [1] ).
However, most of the existing algorithms can only predict the future spectrum states in a slot-by-slot manner [5] and the time span of the prediction result is too short to make adjustments on the access scheme in the cognitive radio network. When increasing the steps to be predicted, the prediction performance will decrease sharply [6] , which causes that the existing multi-step-ahead prediction usually makes no sense for the spectrum situation generation, the spectrum management and the spectrum usage strategy inference. These observations motivate us to investigate an accurate and efficient long-term spectrum prediction algorithm.
B. RELATED WORK
The early studies on spectrum prediction usually refer to the prediction based on spectrum data in the time domain [5] . It means to infer the spectrum state at the next time slot of some frequency point or band with its limited historical spectrum states, which is shown vividly in Fig. 1(a) . Each small box in Fig. 1(a) represents a spectrum state value.
As the research moves along, the inherent correlations, between spectrum state evolutions of similar frequency points or in the spectrum state evolution over time of one frequency point, have been revealed. Meanwhile, research on joint spectrum prediction techniques to further enhance the effectiveness and accuracy of prediction became the mainstream (see, e.g., [2] , [7] ). Fig. 1(b) depicts the joint timefrequency domain spectrum state prediction as an example, which means we can obtain the spectrum states at the next time slot of several related frequency points or bands simultaneously with their historical spectrum situations. Typical cases are using a 2-dimension frequent pattern mining algorithm to explore the spectral correlations in [8] , taking the frequency dependence into consideration to optimize the performance of the autoregressive model for prediction in [9] , using the neural network model in [10] and [11] or the long short time memory network of deep learning in [12] for prediction, and so on.
However, most of the existing algorithms, as the prediction algorithms mentioned above, can only predict the future spectrum states in a slot-by-slot manner, i.e., predicting the spectrum state of one time slot forward at a time. For the other time series data which is similar to radio spectrum state data, there exist the multi-step-ahead prediction algorithms. In [13] , the multi-step-ahead prediction is successfully performed on the sunspots time series; in [14] , a scheme based on multi-step-ahead prediction is proposed to predict the interference time ratio (ITR) to avoid the interference in the opportunistic spectrum access (OSA). Even so, the steps to be predicted forward are rather limited, compared to the size of the historical data. The cost of increasing the steps to be predicted is the degradation on the prediction performance [6] .
Another interesting perspective related to the prediction/inference is image inference. It has taken a great deal of research on restoring or estimating the missing part of the image [15] , [16] and zooming in the image to obtain a new high-resolution one [17] , [18] in computer vision and graphics. Although their goals are different, these work above have one thing in common: the essence is to infer the missing/unknown part of the image according to the correlations between pixels of the image itself. We can generalize this idea as image inference. Thus, image prediction that obtaining a future image with a set of historical images in the certain order can be classified as image inference, which can be invoked in our work to realize the long-term prediction. Then, image inference in this paper is to infer a complete image, but the previous work in [15] - [18] is to infer some sporadic missing/unknown parts. The difficulty and the solutions between the two are not exactly consistent.
Hence, it is of great need to explore a new temporalfrequency spectrum state prediction algorithm from an image inference perspective, which can perform the long-term and comprehensive prediction efficiently on the future spectrum situation of bands on the basis of a mass of historical data, utilizing the correlations between the frequency domain and the time domain.
C. CONTRIBUTIONS
For the above requirements, we consider invoking the idea of image inference into spectrum prediction. The spectrum situation is described by images among the current studies. For example, the spectrum utilization of a particular region can be marked by different colors on the map to create a spectrum map, which can be seen as a visible cartography [19] . In this paper, we can similarly assume the spectrum situation of multiple frequency points or bands in a whole day as an ''image'', which takes the time and the frequency as the horizontal axis and the vertical axis, respectively. Then, predicting the spectrum situation of a whole day in the future based on the historical spectrum situations of multiple days can be considered as a kind of image inference, namely the long-term temporal-frequency spectrum state prediction from an image inference perspective. Fig. 1 (c) illustrates our long-term spectrum state prediction scheme. The spectrum situation of multiple frequency points or bands in the whole day is represented by an image like the spectrum waterfall plot [20] and multiple images are organized by the third dimension that is the monitoring day. Each small box represents a pixel of the image, also a spectrum state value. Hence, the prediction result is no longer the future spectrum states at the next time slot or the next few time slots but the whole spectrum situation of the next monitoring day, realizing the long-term and comprehensive spectrum prediction.
Specifically, the main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• We consider the long-term spectrum state prediction from an image inference perspective and model a new kind of 3-order spectrum tensor, then convert the spectrum prediction problem to a tensor completion problem.
• We analyse the impacts of the prefilling proportion and the parameter m of the third dimension on the prediction performance by a simulation example of predicting a mosaic image with the existing tensor completion algorithm. The prediction accuracy will increase as the parameter m and the prefilling proportion both rise.
• We develop a new Long-term Spectrum Prediction scheme based on Tensor Completion, and realize the temporal-frequency spectrum state prediction whose time span of the prediction result is one whole day with multiple time slots. Comparing experiments with the real-world satellite spectrum data verify its superiority than the benchmark comparison scheme based on the KNN, in both the accuracy and the runtime overhead of prediction. 
D. ORGANIZATION AND NOTATION
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II will introduce the details of modeling a new kind of spectrum tensor and formulating a tensor completion problem. Section III will talk about the proposed LSP-TC scheme. Experimental results on spectrum completion and prediction and the comparing results with KNN will be presented in Section IV. Conclusions are drawn in Section V. Notation: In this paper, the standardized form of upper case letters is used for matrices, e.g. X, and lower case letters are used for the entries, e.g. x ijk . Swash letters are used for higherorder tensors, e.g. X .
The Frobenius norm is denoted by . F and the trace norm is denoted by . * . The ''prefill'' operation on a tensor is denoted by pref (.). The ''unfold'' operation [16] along the L-th order on a tensor X is defined as unfold
The inner product of the matrix space is represented by X, Y . The ''shrinkage'' operator D T (X) of the matrix X is defined as [21] 
where U and V are the unitary matrices in the singular value decomposition X = U V for X, and T = diag (max (σ i − T , 0)), σ 's are the singular values.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION A. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In this paper, we consider the long-term temporal-frequency spectrum state prediction problem based on the real-world spectrum data, which is how to predict the future spectrum situation of bands on the basis of a mass of historical data, utilizing the correlations between the frequency domain and the time domain. Here are two critical issues to be noted:
• There exists the large-scale inherent loss in the realworld spectrum data itself, which reflects in no spectrum measurement of any frequency point during consecutive periods of time (many hours), due to the limitations of the monitoring equipment and the influence of the monitoring environment.
• The aim is to realize the long-term and comprehensive spectrum prediction as accurately and efficiently as possible, i.e., to predict the spectrum situation of one whole day ahead with a mass of incomplete historical spectrum data in a short time. So, the prediction problem can be stated as follows:
In the case of long-term spectrum prediction, the objective is to infer the spectrum states of all frequency points of a whole day ahead based on the incomplete historical measurements of multiple frequency points of the multiple days before.
To make the format of the data facilitate the generation of the prediction result, we should reduce the impacts of data incompletion/fragmentation on the complexity of data integration in the data preprocessing. The spectrum situation of multiple frequency points or bands in a whole day can be assumed as an image which takes the time and the frequency as the first dimension and the second dimension respectively, and multiple images are organized by the third dimension that is the monitoring day. From an image inference perspective, the future image can be predicted with the organized historical images, i.e., the whole spectrum situation of a future monitoring day. For each pixel of images represents each spectrum VOLUME 6, 2018 data value, the set of images can be modeled as a new 3-order spectrum tensor. In spite of the fragmentation of the historical spectrum data, the missing values or the values to be predicted can be set to 0 (be unknown) with the data formats remaining unchanged to model the 3-order spectrum tensor, avoiding the redundant data preprocessing. Then, the spectrum prediction problem is converted to a tensor completion problem.
Owing to their intrinsic high correlations and thus low intrinsic dimensions, most of the real-world highdimensional data can be approximately taken as the low-rank datasets, and so is the real-word spectrum state data [2] , [7] , and [22] . Hence, the new 3-order spectrum tensor can be recognized to have the low-rank property. Low rank tensor completion technology, LRTC for short, is used to recover all the unknown (or missing) entries based on the low-rank property of the tensor. An excellent tensor completion algorithm, the high accuracy low rank tensor completion algorithm (HaLRTC), existing in [16] will be described in the following subsections.
B. THE SPECTRUM TENSOR MODEL
Tensor theory is an important branch of mathematics. When given a reference basis of vectors, a tensor can be represented as an organized multidimensional array of numerical values. The order of a tensor is the dimensionality of the array needed to represent it. For example, a vector is represented as a 1-dimensional array in a basis, and is a 1-order tensor. A linear map is represented by a matrix in a basis, and therefore is a 2-order tensor. By analogy, the higher-order tensor can be represented as X ∈ R I 1 ×I 2 ×...×I N , whose entries can be represented as x i 1 i 2 ...i N . The order of X is N and all I , from I 1 to I N are positive integers, where 1 ≤ i 1 ≤ I 1 , 1 ≤ i 2 ≤ I 2 and so on.
Big data on the spectrum states can be represented as a higher-order tensor for experiments and discussion, which is called spectrum tensor [19] . According to the actual formation of the real-world spectrum data involved in our experiment, 1 a new kind of 3-order spectrum tensor will be modeled. The spectrum states of a complete monitoring day can be considered as a matrix X, whose rows correspond to time slots and columns correspond to frequency points. Specifically, x tf ,d denotes the entry of X d , where t represents the time slots, f represents the frequency points and d represents the monitoring days. When regarding dates of spectrum measurements as the third dimension, a new kind of spectrum tensor can be denoted by X ∈ R I 1 ×I 2 ×I 3 = X 1 ; X 2 ; . . . ; X i 3 ; . . . ; X I 3 . The correspondence between entries is x i 1 i 2 i 3 = x tf ,d .
To predict the spectrum situation of the (m+1)-th day, all known spectrum data are used to form the measurement matrices, from X 1 to X m . Then, X m+1 is set as a matrix whose all entries are 0 and the spectrum tensor is X ∈ R I 1 ×I 2 ×(m+1) := {X 1 ; X 2 ; . . . ; X m ; X m+1 }. The spectrum 1 The real-world spectrum data involved in our experiment are the satellite measurements which are described in Section IV in detail. prediction problem is converted to a tensor completion problem.
C. THE EXISTING HALRTC ALGORITHM FOR TENSOR COMPLETION
Low rank tensor completion technology is to recover all the missing (or unknown) entries based on the low-rank property of the tensor. Generally speaking, if we can find a new tensor with its rank minimized under the constraint that the corresponding entries of the new tensor remain unchanged when comparing them with all the known entries of the original tensor, the new tensor is namely the completed version of the original tensor.
The ''rank'' mentioned here refers to the dimension of the vector space generated by columns of the matrix X in linear algebra, denoted by rank (X), which also corresponds to the maximal number of linearly independent columns of X [23] . In view of that the concept of the tensor is the generation of the concept of the vector, the ''rank'' can be also extended to the tensor. The function rank (X) is non-convex. For creating a convex optimization problem, it is common to use the trace norm . * to approximate the rank of matrices in the calculation, and the trace norm is defined as the tightest convex envelop for the rank in the matric case.
However, it is an NP hard problem in the tensor case to compute the rank of a general tensor (N ≥ 2). To the best of our knowledge, there is no explicit expression for the convex envelop of the tensor rank. Hence, the rank minimization problem of a tensor will be also approximated to the trace norm minimization problem, namely written as
where X , T are tensors with the same order and the identical size in each order. The entries of T in the set are given while the remaining entries are missing [16] . Here, the trace norm for the general tensor can be defined as
where all the α i are constants satisfying α i ≥ 0 and
In essence, the trace norm of a tensor is a convex combination of the trace norms of all matrices unfolded along each order. With this definition, the optimization problem in (2) can be rewritten as
The key of the optimization problem in (4) is converted to optimize the sum of multiple matrix trace norms. However, the matrices share the same entries and can not be optimized independently. The excellent tensor completion algorithm HaLRTC proposed in [16] gives the solution.
The additional matrices, M 1 , M 2 , . . . , M N , are introduced into the optimization to split these interdependent optimization problems, as follows:
Then, we use the tensor versions of the additional matrices to replace themselves in (5):
Thus, the augmented Lagrangian function can be defined as
where ρ is the penalty parameter of the penalty function. For its high efficiency in tackling large scale problems and solving optimization problems with multiple non-smooth terms [24] , the alternating direction method of multipliers algorithm, ADMM for short, is applied to the problem. X , M i and Y i can be updated iteratively according to the framework of ADMM as follows:
where (8), and k represents the k-th iteration. Then, the closed form solutions of the problem can be obtained from (8) to (10) .
The existing HaLRTC algorithm and its variant have shown their stable and accurate performance on the tensor completion in computer vision and spectrum map construction in [16] and [25] . Different from the traditional tensor completion in these examples, the ultimate problem in this paper is to predict the future spectrum situation by tensor completion. Except the inherent loss of the historical spectrum data itself, other missing entries of the spectrum tensor in our problem, namely the entries to be predicted, are artificially set and share the same index in the third dimension. An entire one of matrices forming the tensor is unknown in our problem, but the missing entries of the tensors to be completed in the former two examples or the inherent loss of the historical spectrum data distribute randomly. Hence, the existing HaLRTC algorithm cannot function well in the case of the long-term spectrum prediction.
III. ALGORITHM DESIGN FOR LONG-TERM SPECTRUM PREDICTION
In this section, the design rationale, which includes a simulation example of predicting a mosaic image, will be first presented. Then, we develop a new long-term spectrum prediction scheme based on the HaLRTC algorithm.
A. DESIGN RATIONALE
To adapt the tensor completion technology for the prediction problem, prefilling a small proportion of data among the data to be predicted is proposed. Fig. 2 gives a simulation example of predicting a mosaic image. P 1 to P 4 in Fig. 2 is the diagram of the minimum cycle composed of four regular mosaic images, where each small box of each mosaic image represents a gray value. Thus, multiple matrices P's, namely multiple images, can form a tensor P. Each mosaic image actually contains 64 × 64 small boxes and the tensor P is P ∈ R 64×64×(m+1) . Before predicting the (m + 1)-th mosaic image, true values of several entries of P m+1 can be prefilled. Fig. 3 shows the impacts of the prefilling proportion and the parameter m of the third dimension on the prediction performance. The prediction accuracy will increase as the parameter m of the third dimension rises. The scheme without prefilling, shown by the magenta line with square tags in Fig. 3 , is equivalent to only use the HaLRTC algorithm, which has the worst performance. With the increase of the prefilling proportion, the RMSE of the prediction falls fast. It is illuminated that prefilling a small amount of data greatly improves the prediction performance. What we need to do in the application is to focus on enhancing the accuracy of the prefilled data according to the real-world spectrum data. 
B. THE PROPOSED LSP-TC
When it comes to the long-term spectrum state prediction, the ''prefill'' operation refers to prefilling the minority of the spectrum data to be predicted with their related historical data. In order to make the prefilled value as a close approximation to the true value of the spectrum data to be predicted, we can select a certain frequency point at a certain time slot, whose historical spectrum state data during all monitoring days remains relatively stable with a small fluctuation, as one frequency-time index of the future spectrum state to be filled, instead of randomly selecting. The selection criterions of the ''prefill'' operation for the tensor T are as follows:
where the criterion in (11) is to ensure enough valid historical spectrum data under the inherent loss of the historical spectrum data itself, where i 1 i 2 is a set in mathematics that
and η in (11) is the minimum proportion we set of the valid historical spectrum data of a certain frequency point at a certain time slot. The cardinality of the set is denoted by card(.). All t i 1 i 2 i 3 's in (13) are the entries of the tensor T ∈ R I 1 ×I 2 ×(I 3 +1) . Let std(.) represent the standard deviation function. λ in (12) is the comparison threshold of the standard deviation. Let µ i 1 i 2 be the mean value of i 1 i 2 . Then, the ''prefill'' operation, pref (.), on a tensor T can be represented in mathematics as follows:
which means prefilling the spectrum data to be predicted with the means of the related historical data under the above criterions (11) and (12) . Combining the ''prefill'' operation with the HaLRTC algorithm, we develop a new Long-term Spectrum Prediction scheme, which is abbreviated to LSP-TC. The new scheme is summarized in Algorithm 1, where N is equal to the order
Algorithm 1 LSP-TC: Long-Term Spectrum Prediction Based on Tensor Completion
Input: The number of iterations, K ; The 3-order tensor modeled from the historical data, T ∈ R I 1 ×I 2 ×I 3 ; The penalty parameter, ρ, is usually set to be 1 × 10 −6 ; The prefilled proportion, β; The threshold, λ; The minimum proportion of the valid historical spectrum data, η; Output: A new 3-order tensor X ∈ R I 1 ×I 2 ×(I 3 +1) , the matrix X I 3 +1 of X is namely the predicting result; 1: T = {T ; O}, where O is the zero matrix with the same size as the matrices T i 's; 2: Prefill data with the proportion β, T = pref (T , β, λ, η); 3: Set X = T , X¯ = 0 and Y i = 0 (i = 1, . . . , N ); 4: for k = 0 to K do 5: for i = 1 to N do 6:
end for 8:
for i = 1 to N do 10:
end for 12 : end for of the input tensor T . The spectrum data to be predicted are set to be 0, and form the spectrum tensor T along with the historical spectrum data in line 1. The minority of the data to be predicted will be prefilled with the means of the related historical data, namely the ''prefill'' operation in line 2. The ''prefill'' operation is an exhaustive search process with criterions. The operations in line 6, line 8 and line 10 are the closed form solutions of (9), (8) , and (10), respectively. The operations from line 4 to line 12 is the iteration process to make the error between the two adjacent iteration results as small as possible. When the number of iterations reach several hundreds, the error usually becomes small enough which means the algorithm has converged. Then, the solutions are the prediction results.
C. ALGORITHM COMPLEXITY
The time complexity of the proposed LSP-TC algorithm focuses on the ''prefill'' operation in line 2 and the loop iterations from line 4 to line 12. The ''prefill'' operation is a search process whose computational cost is O (I 1 · I 2 ) . To prefill the minority of the spectrum data to be predicted with the proportion β, we should conduct β · I 1 · I 2 searches at least. The dominant computational cost of updating M i in line 6 includes the scalar multiplication cost O(I 1 ·I 2 ·(I 3 +1)) for each i and the singular value decomposition cost O(I 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, the real-world spectrum state data, namely the satellite measurements, are involved in the experiments to demonstrate the performance of the proposed LSP-TC scheme. Discussions and analysis on the completion performance and the prediction performance are specified in the following. A comparing experiment will be included to demonstrate the superiority of LSP-TC.
A. EXPERIMENT SETUP
The real-world spectrum state data involved in this paper derives from the existing sensing data of a high altitude satellite, which includes 86 frequency sub-bands in the Sband and the C-band. Each frequency sub-band, whose bandwidth is 20MHz, is divided into 32 frequency points. The time interval between sweeping the two adjacent frequency sub-bands is 0.1 second. Thus, the satellite measurements include 86 × 32 = 2752 frequency points. The time interval between any two adjacent measurements of each frequency point is identically equal to 86 × 0.1 = 8.6 seconds. So, the measurements of one frequency point in a whole monitoring day amount to [24 × 3600 ÷ 8.6] * = 10045, where [.] * is a custom ''round'' operation to ensure the complete frequency sweep cycle. Fig. 4(a) gives the diagram of the long-term spectrum prediction with the real-world satellite measurements. The total time span of measurements involved in our experiments is 15 consecutive days. The measurements of the 15-th monitoring day are taken as the validation set of the experiments, namely the spectrum states to be predicted which are represented by the light yellow boxes in Fig. 4(a) . The spectrum tensor as the input of LSP-TC is T ∈ R 10045×2752×14 . To our great pity, there are quite a number of entries of the original input T missing due to limitations of the monitoring equipment and the influence of the monitoring environment, which are represented by the grey boxes in Fig. 4(a) . No any frequency point or any time slot is always lacking.
Given this situation of the inherent loss in the historical spectrum data and that the total monitoring days aren't adequate, β is set to be 10%. The threshold λ is set to be 2 and the minimum proportion of the valid historical spectrum data η is set to be 0.6; since the lower the threshold is and the bigger the minimum proportion of the valid historical spectrum data is, the slower the selection process is and the fewer the entries satisfying the criterions that can be prefilled are.
B. RESULTS ON SPECTRUM COMPLETION
Due to part of missing entries in the historical data and missing entries set artificially for prediction, completion for the history data has been done while the future spectrum situation has been predicted.
The spectrum situation of the 2-nd monitoring day is taken as an example to show the result of completion. The visualization of the ground-truth measurements of the 2-nd monitoring day is shown in Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(d) is the completion result by LSP-TC. The color bars are completely consistent and the deepest blue in Fig. 4(b) represents the inherent missing data. The color variation along the frequency axis illustrates that the completion can restore the difference between the spectrum state evolutions of different frequency points. However, the transition from the ground-truth data to the completed data then to the ground-truth data isn't smooth enough. Fig. 4(c) shows the whole prediction result of the 15-th monitoring day. Although there isn't any true value but all predicted values in Fig. 4(c) , the evolution of spectrum states of some frequency points over time is still unsmooth, similar to the unsmoothness of the completion result in Fig. 4(d) . One possible reason is the excessive fragmentation of the historical spectrum data.
C. RESULTS ON SPECTRUM PREDICTION
For the sake of verifying the effectiveness of the longterm spectrum prediction LSP-TC, the corresponding parts of inherent missing measurements in the whole prediction result in Fig. 4(c) are covered with the deepest blue to obtain Fig. 5(b) . The visualization of the ground-truth measurements of the 15-th monitoring day is shown in Fig. 5(a) , where the deepest blue also represents the inherent missing data. The two color bars are completely consistent. Obviously, Fig. 5(b) is exactly similar to Fig. 5(a) , which still illustrates the good performance of prediction by LSP-TC. The average prediction RMSE of all 2752 frequency points is 0.8753.
D. ALGORITHM COMPARISON
We introduce a temporal-frequency spectrum prediction based on K-nearest neighbours algorithm (KNN) as a benchmark comparison scheme, which is also applied to our longterm spectrum prediction problem with the spectrum tensor model. Meanwhile, the KNN algorithm can consider the joint influences of multiple dimensions of historical data on the prediction results.
The KNN algorithm is a non-parametric method used for classification and regression. In the KNN regression, the output is the property value for the object, which is the average of the values of its k nearest neighbours [26] . Applying the KNN algorithm to our long-term spectrum prediction problem is to find the k nearest neighbours of each entry to be predicted, then to assign the average value of neighbours to the entry to be predicted. As we have considered, the weights of the time dimension, the frequency dimension and the monitoring day dimension are equal. The Euclidean distance between entries is regarded as the distance in KNN. To avoid the error accumulation, we don't complete the inherent loss in the historical data in advance, which will lead to the slower running process. Fig. 6 shows the performance comparison, where Fig. 6 (a) is the visualization of the ground-truth measurements of the 15-th monitoring day, Fig. 6(b) for the prediction result by LSP-TC and Fig. 6(c) for the result by KNN. The three subfigures share the same color bar and the deepest blue of the color bar represents the inherent missing data in Fig. 6(a) . The corresponding parts of inherent missing measurements in the prediction results Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 6 (c) are covered with the deepest blue for the sake of comparison. Given space limitations, only 275 frequency points, part of all 2752 frequency points, are shown in the sub-figures. Obviously, LSP-TC has the better performance than KNN for that the situation of Fig. 6(b) is more similar to Fig. 6(a) than Fig. 6(c) . The average RMSEs of 275 frequency points by the proposed LSP-TC and the KNN are shown in Table 1 . Moreover, LSP-TC runs far faster than KNN by comparing the runtime of predicting every 100 spectrum states. The software platform is MATLAB2016a and the hardware environment is a laptop with the 2.9GHz Intel Core i7 processor and 8GBs of RAM. There are two main reasons for this. Firstly, the distance in the KNN algorithm applied to our long-term spectrum prediction problem is the Euclidean distance in the 3-dimensional space. Secondly, the inherent missing entries should be excluded for the inherent loss in the historical data when finding the k nearest neighbours of each entry to be predicted. Synthesizing the above two reasons, we calculate the distances between each entry to be predicted and all its valid neighbours to find the k nearest neighbours, instead of searching the neighbours from the near to the distant until finding the k nearest neighbours.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we consider the long-term temporal-frequency spectrum state prediction from an image inference perspective and model a new kind of 3-order spectrum tensor, then convert the spectrum prediction problem to a tensor completion problem. We demonstrates that the prediction accuracy will increase as the parameter m in the third dimension of the spectrum tensor and the prefilling proportion both rise by a simulation example of predicting a mosaic image. Then, a new Long-term Spectrum Prediction scheme based on the HaLRTC algorithm (LSP-TC) is developed. Experiments on spectrum prediction with real-world satellite spectrum data show the good performance of predicting the spectrum situation of one whole day with multiple time slots by LSP-TC, expanding the utility of spectrum prediction. Meanwhile, the proposed LSP-TC is superior to the benchmark scheme based on KNN in both the accuracy and the runtime overhead of prediction. Engineering, Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Nanjing. His current research interests span the areas of wireless communications and statistical signal processing, with emphasis on system design of software defined radio, cognitive radio, and smart radio.
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